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Warning - This Publication

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS

may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2411 44B Basin Rd West Launceston Hare: Abba

As I was setting the Run I was going back to our INTERHASH Pre Lube set nearly 20 years ago
through the Duck Reach area. In those days we could “fly” over the bridge and the steps. Well,
we’re not 45 years anymore. More like 65 and the pace is considerable slower. That’s why I
have realised that we can’t expect walkers to go to Up Denison road and then have a stroll
through Duck Reach and walk back to Basin Rd. I have followed the pattern set for Kate Reed
Reserve runs. Drive to the venue and the run-then back to the On On site. At 6:20 we had the
early and keen walkers from East Tamar, Goblet and BEND OVER Soon GROAT and BUGSY arrived
and the Hare called for a start at 6:30. Rainbow arrived 3 minutes later. As
mentioned, the hard part was to cross Duck Reach. On the other side the track
took the pack around Dead Man’s Knob and finally to Hoo Hoo Hut where the On

Home was found. RAINBOW found the trail too short so he filled up some time
Geocaching Two other walkers: GROAT and GOBLET took the Long Way back over
Alexandra Suspension Bridge

On On

Two Hashers decided to go to Basin Rd directly and skip the run: TILES and HASH PASH .
It was good they were there as there was some issues with the Beer Flow. But they
soon fixed it and we could enjoy nice, cool beer flowing all Evening. After a while
SHEILA came walking down the drive way. He had walked through the Gorge Reserve
and thus skipped the run. Soon after the first of the Walkers arrived back from
Duck Reach. It was Electric Erik and his fellow travellers from East Tamar. It was
already decided that we were NOT to have any Fire Pot. No One protested as the
evening was warm and pleasant. The big talking Point of the Evening was GROAT’S
Formula ONE Adventure Ride: Who was coming? Where do we go? And so on. The
topic was soon settled. One thing that was a bit dissapointing was that there was
only ONE member present from the LH3 Adjudication Team: SHEILA (FINGERS was
missing!). As we all know, SHEILA is a very strict but fair judge. He could see that the
HARE had put in a lot of effort Landscaping the property. But it was too much grass
still standing to get an approval. Half a tick was the verdict. As I mentioned in the
beginning, the running/walking capacity of the Club is not what it used to be. The
same can be said about the drinking effort. ALL runners were gone by 9:45 and so
was the Beer barrel (Taken away by the East Tamar Car School). ABBA

Captain Fathom [Tyles] Rigged Raffle:
Abba: Bottle leg opener
Bugsy: 6 pack traveller
Electric Eric 6 pack traveller
Hash Pash: Wine cask stolen from tourists at Duck Reach

ON Downs:
Abba: The Hare
Electric Eric: Had the vacuum cleaner on blow not suck when trying to catch a spyder
Electric Eric :Crashing his car into the wire barrier in the centre of the George Town highway

The 2019 Committee The Committee that “Isn't afraid to make changes ”
GM: Boong JM: Rickshaw, Hash Cash: Goblet, Monk: Tyles Trail Master: Abba, Horn: Bendover, Lip: Sheila, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Thumbs

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 14th January Michael St Summerhill Hare: Groat
Tuesday 21st January 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 16th January Drummond St Perth Hare: Worm
Joke of the Week
Little Johnny is taking a shower with his mother and says, "Mom, what are those things on your chest!?" Unsure of how to reply, she tells Johnny to ask his dad at breakfast tomorrow, quite certain the matter would be
forgotten.
Johnny didn't forget. The following morning he asked his father the same question. His father, always quick
with the answers, says, "Why Johnny, those are balloons. When your mommy dies, we can blow them up and
she'll float to heaven." Johnny thinks that's neat and asks no more questions.
A few weeks later, Johnnys' dad comes home from work a few hours early. Johnny runs out of the house crying
hysterically, "Daddy! Daddy! Mommy's dying!!" His father says, "Calm down son! Why do you think Mommy's
dying?" "Uncle Harry is blowing up Mommys' balloons and she's screaming, "Oh God, I'm coming!"

Little Johnny was sitting in class one day. All of the sudden, he needed to go to the bathroom. He yelled
out,"Miss Jones, I need to take a piss!!"
The teacher replied, "Now, Johnny, that is NOT the proper word to use in this situation. The correct word you
want to use is 'urinate.'
Please use the word 'urinate' in a sentence correctly, and I will allow you to go."
Little Johnny thinks for a bit, then says, "You're an eight, but if you had bigger tits, you'd be a ten!!!"

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Where is our
cask of wine

Look what I found
on the track a full
cask of wine

